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As José Argüelles wrote: “The mass 
interest in 2012, whether fearful or 
hopeful, is already a shift in consciousness. 
Something is going to happen. But what 
that is actually is up to us. We can go 
into fear or we can generate the kind of 
positive co-creative script the world needs 
in order to conclude and regenerate the 
cycle on a successful evolutionary note... 
It is not a matter of passively waiting 
for something to happen. Once one has 
heard about 2012, one is called to action 
to help re-define the new reality.” 

We can conceive of Solstice 2012 to be 
like a Graduation Day - after which the 
task is to apply ourselves to our new 
career of helping shape a new world era 
with our own hearts and hands. 

This engaging and easy-to-use magazine  
reveals how to use the ancient wisdom 
of the Mayans to develop your inherent 
spiritual gifts. 

THE MAYAN REBIRTH TEAM

EDITORIAL

“It is not a matter of passively 
waiting for something to 

happen. Once one has heard 
about 2012, one is called to 
action to help re-define the 

new reality.”

In this process of Shifting World Ages, 
every aspect of human planetary 
culture needs to be re-evaluated and 
questioned to discern how it can be truly 
life-affirming - from our energy sources, 
to our food supply, to our modalities of 
education and conflict resolution, etc! 

That is why we have to be prepared for 
the long haul of bringing in a new era, 
participating physically and spiritually- 
leaving no stone unturned. 

“Spiritual realization needs to be 
integrated with social commitment and 
direct action... No matter whether we 
like it or not, each of us is, inevitably, a 
social and political agent whose smallest 
actions have a direct influence on other 
people and the world around us.” -Daniel 
Pinchbeck.

December 21, 2012 will perhaps be 
the most focused on date by the most 
amount of people in recorded history. 
How we think of this day has a creative 
potency on how it manifests.
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MAYAN CULTURE

THE MAYAN 
CALENDAR

THE MAYAN CALENDAR: One of the 
many mysteries that remain unsolved 
about the Maya is their intelligence 
in mathematics, astronomy and time 
calculations.

The Maya created extremely accurate 
interrelated calendars based on the 
planets and the rotation of the earth 
around the sun.

The most important calendar is the long 
count. It consists of several different 
time units such as a ‘kin’ (1 day), a 
‘uinal’(20 kins),  a ‘tun’  (18 uinals), a 
‘kátun’ (20 tuns) and a ‘b’aktun’(20 
k’atuns). According to the Long Count we 
live in the fourth world that started on 
August 13th 3114 BC and will end after 
13 ‘b’aktuns’, so after about 5,126 years 
the fourth world will end in in 2012, on 
December 21st . 
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DECEMBER 21st

Is December 21st 2012
     the end or the beginning? 

What are the available 
choices about? 

Many can say that it’s the end of the 
world and many can say it’s the beginning 
of a new era. 

There are many theories, opininions and 
interpretations. The current maya people 
say it’s a new rebirth, a new awakening, 
a higher and more profound awareness 
and conscious level. What we need to do 
as human beings come together as one, 
put aside all those negative thoughts, 
feelings and actions. 

Imagine if we could all put aside all of 
the influences of society, that have been 
imposed on us we could reach a critical 
mass to a new spirtitual level. From this 
we will  have the opportunity to be more 
human.

For thousands of years the human race has created civilizations, systems, countries 
and empires. We have built and learned at a very high price and we have disconnected 
tremendously from nature and spirituality, as human beings we make the same 
mistakes over and over again without being able to apply the knowledge that  our 
ancestors have left us as heritage. On December 21th 2,012 we have the opportunity 
to create independently and collectively  the Rebirth of a new era, based on renewed 
values. 

Every choice we take until then, will be a turning point in our paths and it will be 
marked in our history. To take ownership of our own actions, we have choices, but we 
have to be conscious of them. We need to free ourselves from hatred with forgiveness 
and love. Understand that everything is connected and act accordingly to manifest 
the best possible outcome.
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RISE TO A NEW ERA

Basic premises for the     
                  NEW ERA

December 21, 2012—not the end of life 
as we know it, but the dawn of a powerful 
new era of enlightenment. 

To put it simply, it is not the end of the 
world that is coming, it is the end of a 
world age. This shifting of World Eras is 
a cycle change that will steadily shift our 
human orientation from an ego-based 
perspective dominated by separation, 
fear, greed, and destructive, imbalanced 
tendencies - towards one based in 
conscious interconnectedness, fueling 
our tendencies for harmony, compassion, 
and life-affirming energies and actions. 

The most blatant example of this shift 
is in re-prioritizing our values and 
Placing Planet and People over Profits, 
in true recognition of the intricate, 
interdependence of the One Web of Life. 

It is obvious we cannot survive or thrive 
on this planet without this transformation 
of our worldview. 

Our collective human mentality is not 
going to change all in one day or one 
moment, and likewise the shifting 
of dominant paradigms and modern 
lifestyles will not be instantaneous. 
However, knowing this transformation 
process is underway can give us great 
perseverance, and motivate us to deeper 
innovation and the pioneering of new 
pathways in our own lives and spheres of 

influence. This Shifting of World Ages can 
inspire us internally to nurture a deeper 
compassion, self-love, awareness, and 
sensitivity to all our relations, and can 
guide us to more consciously align our 
actions and participation in the world 
so we can increasingly find ways to live 
more in balance with our Biosphere. 

We all know that we have inherited what 
our ancestors gave to us, and we know 
that we are all affecting the world we will 
give to our future generations. 

Every moment and every decision counts, 
especially now in these crossroads times. 

We must continue to work to manifest the 
vision of a world where our living Earth 
is honored; where Peace is our priority; 
where the Awakening of our Human 
Potential and our creative evolution on all 
levels is nurtured; where all people have 
wholesome food, clean water, health 
care, social justice; where the Biosphere 
of Earth is holistically restored and 
honored, recognizing all beings as part of 
the one family of life - from the humans 
to the animals, to the trees, the seas, the 
bees, the air, the eagles, the ants, and 
the mountains alike...till one day we even 
embrace the stars and galactic whole as 
part of our living community!
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RISE TO A NEW ERA

What is your     
      SPIRITUALITY type?
What is your     
      SPIRITUALITY type?

The Mayan calendar  is a unique self-
exploration system that uses the twenty 
Day Signs of the—symbolized by animals 
and forces of nature, to help you identify 
and activate the greatest treasures of 
your soul. Each of us is born under the 
influence of one of these signs called 
nahuales. Thru them you’ll gain valuable 
insights into your spirituality type and 
the energy patterns that motivate and 
inspire you. 
 
Once you discover your true calling, 
you’ll begin to have deeper and more 
meaningful spiritual experiences. 
Along with more fulfilling personal 
relationships and more satisfaction in 
your spiritual life, work, and leisure 
activities, you’ll be contributing to the 
harmony and well-being of the Earth. 
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RISE TO A NEW ERA

What is your     
      NAHUAL for?
Nahuales are essential to 
Mayan cosmogony, our spiritual 
narrative. Each person is born 
with a Nahual that determines 
their temperament, their role 
in society, and even their daily 
actions. 

The Mayan people interpret the 
Nahuales‘ communication in all 
things, including the timing of 
dreams, the presence of certain 
animals, movements of air or 
planets, bird songs, and other 
sounds. 

For these reasons, the Mayan 
people maintain a great respect 
for nature.

Autor: Saul Paau Maaz

www.mayanrebirth.com

What are talismans 
            and amulets?

A talisman can be nearly anything 
that is thought to bring good luck or 
provide protection, but it is most often 
an object. The talisman has a long 
history in all religions and societies from 
ancient times to present, and in some 
cases, it is associated with elemental 
power. The word itself has roots in the 
Arabic tilasm and the Greek talein, 
which both translate to “initiation into 
the mysteries.”

Often, a talisman is worn on the body 
or kept in a pocket. Each symbol of 
the mayan cosmogony is though to be 
a native talisman for the person born 
under that sign.

BUY NOW
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www.mayanrebirth.com

Birthstones are made into rings and 
necklaces. However, a ring received 
as a gift, an inherited object, or even 
something found can be a talisman. 
Children will sometimes pocket a 
smooth stone that might serve as a 
talisman over time. Much depends on 
what value, if any, the bearer associates 
with the object.

The Celts held the four-leaf clover as a 
talisman of good luck, while the Chinese 
would capture a live cricket and keep it 
in a box made of weeping willow wood. 
The pentagram, the cross, and the ankh 
are also talismans. 

The Mayas have symbols for every 
sign of their zodiac, which are called 
“Nahuales”.

Over all those who have a Nahual  
necklace and bracelet, empower 
themselves with the knowledge and 
spirituality of an ancient civilization that 
each day show us how to live a balanced 
way of life.

Their energy points are to guide the 
individual throughout life and protect 
them. 

RISE TO A NEW ERA

Nahual’s energy 
points are to guide 

the individual 
throughout life and 

project them.
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NAHUAL

There a several Mayan calenders. The one used for sacred, philosophical, psicological 
and  spiritual purposes, is called “Cholq’ij”. The Cholq’ij  is devided  in 260 distributed 
in 13 cycles called “Winaq”.

The Cholq’ij is profoundly related to Mayan daily life. It is used to help find a name for 
newborns, explains and helps oneself improve one’s temperament, determines the 
convenience or inconvenience to get some tasks done be them ritual, intellectual or 
productive ones.
 
The right way to read this Cholq’ij is  up and dow, left to right. The names of the 
260 Q’ij of the Cholq’ij are the result of the combination of 20 different signs with 
numbers from 1 to 13. To find out under which sign you were born you´ll need to find 
your birthdate within the Mayan Calendar.

[click here if you want to find out under which sign you were born]

The name of the two hundred and sixty Qi’j from the Cholq’ij, 
are the result of a combination between twenty different signs 

and the numbers from one to thirteen.

The Cholq’ij  

The 20 
NAHUALES:     
energy patterns 
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NAHUAL

TZ’I
This month we are 
looking at Tz’i. In July, 
Tz’i falls on the 5th 
and 25th.

Significance: Guardian 
of the spiritual law, Tz’i 

represents the governors of the community or 
state, spiritual authorities and the correct path. 
It is a sign of terrestrial and cosmic authority 
and the day that brings the light of truth. It also 
represents the Creator, the bringer of justice, 
fidelity and order.
Characteristics: People born under Tz’i make 
good priests and spiritual guides. They’re very 
balanced people – kind, just, strong, delicate 
and agile. They tend to have everything under 
control and their senses are often heightened. 
They are very fertile and usually have many 
children.
They make excellent lovers as they are gentle and 
romantic, with a good ability to communicate. 
They are idealists who work for the community, 
are responsible and good administrators. They 
have an adventurous spirit.

Positive Aspects: They are noble, practitioners 
of social justice, just, balanced, peaceful and 
spiritual.
Negative Aspects: They want to play by their 
own rules. They are prone to gossip, anger, 
alcoholism. They can have little tolerance for 
the mistakes of others and can work to sow 
discord amongst people.
Professions: Mathematicians, medics, lawyers, 
secretaries, spiritual advisors, investigators and 
accountants.
Energy of the Day: This is the day to ask for 
solutions to legal obstacles and to ask for divine 
intervention for any problem. It’s also a day 
to correct errors and seek peace and conduct 
ceremonies seeking liberation from poverty 
and vices.

TOOJ
This month we are 
looking at Tooj. In 
June, Tooj falls on 
the 14th.

Significance: Payment, offering or fine. Tooj 
is the fire of the spirit Ajaw. It symbolizes the 
leveling effect of justice, life and hope. Tooj is 
the sign of payment, the energy which comes 
back from all the good or bad that we have 
done. It’s also the energy that we must pay for 
the benefits we attain, and the law of action 
and reaction, what the Hindus call Karma. It 
is considered the fire, as of the Father Sun – 
the fire where we make petitions, are cured 
of our illnesses and liberated from negative 
energies.
Characteristics: People born under Tooj 
bring energy and spiritual light to their 
homes. They are strong and respectful, hard 
working and sometimes impulsive. They can 
become extremely jealous and proud. Their 
temperament drives them forward, but they 
need companions for all their enterprises.
Positive Aspects: They are virtuous, good 
farmers with a flexible character. They know 
how to resolve situations instinctively and 
acquire their energy from the Father Sun.
Negative Aspects: They have a bad temper 
and can be closed-minded, and tend towards 
infidelity. In the long run, they court risk and 
can destroy their homes. In the short term, 
they are possessive, destructive and vain.
Professions: Mathematicians, spiritual 
guides, researchers and social scientists.
Energy of the Day: This is the day to pay 
homage for the benefits we have received, 
to pray for the removal of obstacles and the 
liberation from negative energy.

Q’ANIIL
This month we are 
looking at Q’aniil. 
In May, Q’aniil falls 
on the 4th and the 
20th.

Significance: Q’aniil represents the creation 
of the universe, life, Mother Nature and 
everything she produces. It symbolizes the 
four cardinal directions, the four colors of 
corn and the four human races. Defender of 
fertility and pregnancy, Q’aniil is the cosmic 
seed planted by our Creator.
Characteristics: People born under Q’aniil 
are very intuitive – especially with love and 
knowledge – and influential. Responsible, 
with abundant families, they find frequent 
opportunities to travel and generally engage 
in some kind of social activism. Creative and 
patient, their capacity for adaptation is tre-
mendous. They are very affectionate and 
loving, and tend to be successful in whatev-
er they pursue. Spiritual and tranquil on the 
inside, their biggest challenge is to believe in 
themselves.
Positive Aspects: They are fertile, 
responsible, harmonic, intelligent and 
successful.
Negative Aspects: They act superior to 
others, are prideful yet have low self-
esteem, gossip readily and are prone to 
mental breakdowns.
Energy of the Day: It is a good day to begin 
a relationship or start a business. It is a great 
day to start a business relationship.
Professions: Farmers, philosophers, math-
ematicians, gynecologists and artists.
Famous People Born Under Q’aniil:
Mother Theresa, Krishnamurti, Jimi Hendrix
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NAHUAL

KEEJ
This month we are 
looking at Keej. In 
April, Keej falls on 
the 13th.

Significance: Keej symbolizes the four cardinal 
directions and elements. It represents the 
four pillars that hold up the sky and earth, 
the forces that can change the destiny of 
humanity. It is the guardian of nature, the 
keeper of balance between humans and 
mother earth.
Characteristics: Astute and mentally agile, 
they are seekers of power, possessing very 
analytical minds. They rise and fall often, 
but always get back up and try again. Art is 
one of their passions, especially music and 
writing. They are diplomatic and capable of 
doing whatever is necessary to get what they 
want. Obsessive in relationships and quick to 
fall in love, they usually find themselves with 
the wrong person. Despite this, they have 
very developed intuitions, which they should 
obey to avoid problems.
Positive Aspects: Intelligent and charismatic, 
they quickly adapt to changes in their lives to 
turn them in their favor.
Negative Aspects: They don’t defend 
themselves, and are vulnerable, compulsive, 
manipulative and vicious. They take 
advantage of others, abuse their power and 
become sick easily.
Energy of the Day: It is a good day to 
harmonize with nature and thank the four 
elements (fire, earth, air and water).
Professions: Politicians, sociologists, 
psychologists, mathematicians and 
businesspersons.

KEEME
This month we are 
looking at Kemee. In 
March, Kemee falls on 
the 3rd and the 23rd.

Significance: Kemee represents death. We 
are all born and one day we will return to 
our origin. Kemee is the prognosticator of 
goodness and evil, communicator with entities 
from other dimensions and the protective 
energy of the dead. It is the connection with 
the forces of the underworld. It represents 
divine revelation and the influence of the 
seven deadly sins.
Characteristics: They are able to tell the 
future, for better or worse. They can be 
spiritual guides, fortune tellers and wise 
men. They are delicate and intelligent, 
possessing spiritual forces. A person born 
under Kemee will have personal magnetism 
and an inclination toward leadership. Their 
lives are subject to frequent change and they 
typically lead very intense lives. They like to 
move from place to place and are driven to 
solve mysteries.
Positive Aspects: Intelligent, strong in the 
face of enemies and charismatic, they quickly 
adapt to changes in their lives to turn them 
in their favor.
Negative Aspects: Often despised by others, 
they are unfaithful, violent, vindictive and 
stubborn.
Daily Energy: It is a good day to have contact 
with your ancestors, to defeat serious 
diseases, to ask for protection on trips and 
to access to higher knowledge. On this day, 
communication with higher beings is possible 
and the door to the afterlife is opened.
Professions: Philosophers, administrators of 
justice, spiritual healers and historians.
Famous People Born Under Kemee:
George Bush, Bob Dylan
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NAHUAL

KAAN
This month we are 
looking at Kaan. In 
January, Kaan falls 
on the 11th.

Significance: Kaan 
represents the natural flow of things, instinct 
and intuition, the internal fire that begins in 
the spine and extends to the rest of the body. 
Kaan is symbolized by the serpent, which rep-
resents movement and evolution in all forms, 
and DNA, the biological link that allows us 
to evolve. It is justice, truth, intelligence and 
peace, the spontaneity of action, survival, 
power and sexual magic.
Characteristics: Those born under Kaan are 
strong in the face of problems, practice the 
code of justice that they preach and tend 
to be very sincere. They are energetic, good 
athletes, like to read and have a very good 
memory. They are lucky in love, seemingly al-
ways with someone who loves and supports 
them. Not big campers, they appreciate and 
sometimes can’t do without the luxuries and 
comforts of material things.
Positive Aspects: They are healthy, indepen-
dent, wise, just, sincere, artistic, physically 
and mentally strong and make good spiritual 
advisors.
Negative Aspects: They are quick-tempered, 
jealous, gossips, greedy, manipulative and 
untrustworthy.
Daily Energy: This is a special day to develop 
your inner fire and spiritual evolution, to find 
something once lost or to reconcile amorous 
relationships. It is a time to get back into the 
natural flow of things, to use your passion 
and move your spirit to find a higher level of 
consciousness.
Energetic Places: The beach and mountains 
under starry nights.
Professions: Astronauts, scientists, doctors 
and athletes.

K’AT
This month we are 
looking at K’at. In Janu-
ary, K’at falls on the 1st 
and the 20th.
Significance: 

 Significance: K’at 
represents instinct and originality, but also 
the tangle of life, the things that trap us. It’s 
a force that connects people or elements to 
get things done and a filter that separates 
the bad from the good. The seed symbolizes 
the possibility of new life. At its essence, it is 
a fire that consumes, the absence of physical, 
mental, emotional or spiritual freedom.
Characteristics: Those born under K’at are 
sincere leaders and possessors of a strong 
inner energy. When they learn to control their 
emotions, they can accomplish whatever 
they set out to do. Because of this, it is very 
important that they find a stable base. Their 
biggest problem is material things, which they 
have trouble managing.
Positive Characteristics: They are good 
students, very orderly and can be spiritual 
guides. Once they acknowledge their dreams 
and possibilities, they tend to become very 
successful.
Negative Characteristics: They are often 
egotistical, not taking into consideration 
the sentiments of others. They are nervous, 
insecure and sometimes closed off to new 
possibilities. If they forget the importance of 
their spirituality, they suffer from sickness and 
poverty.
Daily Energy: It’s a day to untangle, to untie 
the knots that tie us to our vices. A day to ask 
for abundance and to pray a woman’s fertility. 
A day to get away from negative energy and 
bad influences, to fix problems of love and 
soothe one’s emotions.
Professions: Doctors, administrators, farmers, 
gynecologists and planners.
Famous People Born Under K’at:
Jim Morrison, Bob Marley, Boris Yeltsin
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